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A calavera [plural: calaveras] (Spanish-pronounced [kalaËˆÎ²eÉ¾a] for "skull") is a representation of a human
skull. The term is most often applied to edible or decorative skulls made (usually by hand) from either sugar
(called AlfeÃ±iques) or clay which are used in the Mexican celebration of the Day of the Dead (DÃ-a de los
Muertos) and the ...
Calavera - Wikipedia
Serpents are represented as potent guardians of temples and other sacred spaces. This connection may be
grounded in the observation that when threatened, some snakes (such as rattlesnakes or cobras) frequently
hold and defend their ground, first resorting to threatening display and then fighting, rather than retreat.
Serpent (symbolism) - Wikipedia
Ancient American describes the true prehistory of America's continent, regardless of presently fashionable
belief-systems, and provide a public forum for certified experts and non-professionals alike to freely express
their views without fear nor favor.
Ancient American Magazine: Back Issues
Other Anasazi Timelines. Solar Astronomy in the Prehistoric Southwest, a slide set by P. Charbonneau, O.R.
White, and T.J. Bogdan. Anasazi Timeline by Ambrose Video (PDF file) [No cited sources, so not terribly
useful]
Anasazi Timeline | Author Jeff Posey | Continually Updated
PROGRAM FOCUS The 29th Santa Fe Conferenceâ€”Integrating Spirituality, Mindfulness and Compassion
in Mental Health and Addictions offers a unique opportunity to join exceptional speakers and trainers in an
intensive study and discussion of those impacted by a range of behaviors and mental health issues.
29th Santa Fe Conference Integrating Spirituality
It is a set of suggestions, habits and tips to improve yourself and your life. It deals with meditation, reading,
physical exercises, good habits and more.
Best Tips to Improve Yourself - Mind Globe
The old thread went over 500 posts, find it here: >>353250. You know how this goes: if you want to talk about
how /tg/ games are being ruined by out-of-game politics you talk about it here instead of makin a thread of its
own on the subject.
/tg/ - Politics Containment Thread: High Lords of Terra
Eisenbahn im Film: Tabelle mit Angaben zu mehr als 1800 Filmen, in denen Eisenbahnen, Lokomotiven,
ZÃ¼ge oder StraÃŸenbahnen eine 'Rolle' spielen.
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